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Ironing accessories from
6110 Heatseal - Iron for fast and uniform ironing of heatseal-paper,
with set-up system for lateral tilting of the ironing plate. Shoe size 750
x 150 mm, connected load 220 Volt, capacity 2,000 Watt, weight approx. 4.5 kg. Drawn ironing-shoe made of hard aluminium alloy. Uniform and fast heating of the ironing-shoe by two tube radiators with
high connected load. Precise heat regulation from 60° to 230° C by
thermostat, indicated by signal lamp. Light weight, thus easy handling.
Optimum shoe size for ironing of wide layers. Connection cable and
piece for protection of cable, made of silicone rubber. Long insulating
handle, easily accessible from all sides. Quick and easy exchange of
thermostat and tube radiators.

6110 - 6110/1

6110/1 Heatseal-lron as 6110, but capacity 3,000 Watt.
6110/2 Thermostat for heatseal iron No. 6110/1
6110/3 Heating resistor 1.000 W for heatseal iron
6110/4 Thermostat for heatseal iron No. 6110

6156 Steam Iron with heat refusing cork handle, temperature can be
regulated by thermostat 0 - 235° C, iron sole 10 x 20 cm, weight 1,4
kg, alternating current 220/240 Volt, 50 cycles, capacity 800 Watt.

6156

6103 Pad for irons, red, silicone coated, size 230 x 140 mm.

6103

6106

6106 Cleaning stick for fast and safe cleaning of iron soles or other hot
faces. Put the stick onto the hot face, have effected it for some seconds, and then rub off with a dry, rough rag. In case of resistant
stains, repeat the operation. Available per 10 sticks.

6107 Cleaning Paste for fast and safe cleaning of iron soles or other
metal faces of presses. Put the paste onto the hot place with a soft rag
in circular movements, and then rub off with a clean rag.
6107
6114 Cleaning Pads, of fine steel wool, for removing residues from
iron soles or plates.

3499 Ironing gloves, with thick foam rubber and PVC filler, oval shape.
6114
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6092 Temperature measuring strap, for simple but exact checking of fixing temperature between upper fabric and filler during the fixing operation. Available in boxes of 40 straps; measuring range 104° to 143°
C.
6093 Temperature measuring strap as 6092, but measuring range
143° to 182° C.
6092-6094

6094 Temperature measuring strap as 6092, but measuring range
182° to 224° C.

Correct equipment of ironing tables from
6096 Precision Spray Gun for wetting garments and cut cloths during
ironing. Corrosion -proof, fine and uniform jet, low water consumption,
on/off switching without dropping, handy shape, connection to all water pipes, nozzle hole 0.5 mm, without tube nipple.
6157 Lining Spraying Device for lining place, for ironing fabrics which
are sensitive for brightness, consisting of gun, pressure valve with manometer, water tank inclusive tubes. extra-stand with returning spring
for gun.

6157/1

6096

6157/1 Lining Spraying Gun for lining place 6157.
9084/1 Silicon - deviding material with high intensity, type Baysilon in
spraying bottles of 300 g.
9099 JOMRO Slide - Spray, in spraying bottles of abt. 520 g contents. A slide spray with outstanding features: it smoothes without greasing, it is rust and dirt rejecting, it is clear as water, it
does not effect colours, it does not leave spots or stains. Example
for application: for smoothing sewing machines or cutting tables,
or any other table,for smoothing band knives, percussion knives,
circular knives, for smoothing iron soles, for smoothing slide bars
and conveyors, for smoothing sewing machine needles, for other
purposes.
4205 Streckfix- (bur)-material, perforated, without connection piece,
prevents the lateral rolling-off of flat knitted goods at steam tables,
steam dummies or fixing plants.
4208 Bristle case for ironing of velvet and filmy fabrics.

6157

9084/1

9099

Cover for ironing
tables for all brands

4210 Nylon cover for ironing tables as upper cover, brown, 150 cm
wide.
4211 Polyester wire grate, 150 cm wide, as intermediate ply directly
under the upper cover, prevents displacing of the pads.

4205

4208

4212 Polyester felt as pad, 6 mm thick, 140 cm wide
4213 Silicone foam, anthracite, solid, as padding, 6 mm thick, 130 cm
wide.
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Teflon Iron Soles, with heavy frame of aluminium, reinforced sole, with

retaining spring. Avoids sheen and burning, particularly for delicate
fabrics. Of course, we are supplying as well iron soles for all other brands
of iron. In case of need please send us a pasteboard pattern, indicating
exactly the required measurements. Please note our example below.

6091/1-12
Article-No.

Suitable for:

Article-No.

Suitable for:

6091/1

Aqua-Steam

6091/5

Cissel

6091/2

Veit HD 2000

6091/9

Hoffmam EDM 2

6091/4

Bishomatic

6091/12

Iron Master

Table 39
9271 Silicon - Cleaner Rollax - Powder in tins of 250 g, for cleaning of
thermoplastic rests of adhesives substances. Rollax contents highly
vixcouses silicon, which guarantees a complete remove of rests of adhesives substances.

Drawing for iron soles

9243 Matting Brush of horsehair and brass wire, 350 x 84 x 28 x 20
mm, for gloss removing on all cloths.
4209 Ironing set with important help for right ironing. The ironing set
consists of the following articles:
9271

9243

Please note our new
ironing set

4237/1-3

- Aerofit for preventing stripes on the material to be ironed. It can be
cut into corresponding sizes and is to be put between iron sole and frame sole, thus ensuring that the steam is better spreaded out. Available
in meters, 101 cm wide.
- Prefit fine, to be applied as underlay material when ironing pocket
flaps and lapels, thus preventing marks on the material. Available in
meters, 105 cm wide.
- Needle fabrics will be put with the needles onto the velvet and velours to be ironed, thus preventing marks. Available in meters, 150 cm
wide.
- Needle woven fabrics as well as needle fabrics against gloss in those cases where the needles leave marks on the material. Available in
meters, 150 cm wide.
- Anti-gloss-spray-set to be sprayed onto the material to be ironed
and afterwards treated by dry steam. The set consits of 2 sprays per
250 ml and 1 spraying bottle of 100 ml.
4237 Delimer to dissolve limestone, rust and scale for water systems,
without acid, sediments will be removed effectively, no aggressive
vapours
4237/1 Bottle of 1 litre
4237/2 Can of 5 litres
4237/3 Can of 25 litres
4234 Binding agent “Lapidon”. The chalk contained in the water may
deposit in the boiler and on the heating elements which may cause
breakdowns. Lapidon is recommended if the water hardness exceeds
5 º dH (German hardness). The chalk will be removed from the boiler
during blow-down.

4234/4235
4234 Bottle per 125 ml
4235 Bottle per 500 ml
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